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Wing Academy Radio is Live!

I am pleased to announce the launch of my
new radio show, Wing
Academy Radio! It is an
extension of my school,
Wing Academy of Unfoldment. My guests and I
will discuss topics on applied metaphysics – how
to use spiritual concepts
in the real world.
The best part is that it is
an on-demand format in
30-minute segments on

Spiritually Raw Broadcasting Network, so you can
listen via the Internet any
time you’d like on http://
srbroadcasting.com.

Take advantage of Early Bird
Conference Discounts for the
Inner Journey Cruise (July 1421, 2013)! Click Here for
details.

I have a great lineup of
guests and two shows already available, so check it
out!

Hurry! Offer ends 12/21/12.

Think about topics you are
interested in and write to
me with your suggestions.
Those who would like to
appear on the show,
please contact Ajay Matta
of Spiritually Raw at
Srawaj@gmail.com.
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Check out the latest
review of Coven

 Thought As Vibration
 Calming Herbs
 November Teleseminars
 Living in Creativity

A n ew place to gather!
To make it easy for my community to interact, I have
launched a new social network—separate from Facebook— where we can gather,
discuss topics, create groups,
and get to know each other
better. It is at
www.DianeWing.tv.

Become a member, set-up your
profile, and invite your friends
to join us. Together, we will
create a powerful group that
shares and learns together.
This new site is in addition to
ForestWitch.com. I have also
opened a new Facebook Fan
Page for my books HERE

 Think Ahead!

I am looking forward to connecting with you in all my cyber spaces!

Check out Blogger
Matt’s experience
with Pathways by
Clicking Here

 Gratitude is transformational
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Gemstone of the Month —Angel Aura Quartz
Angel Aura Quartz is also known as
Opal Aura Quartz. It is the crystal of
joy, peace, serenity and optimism. It
purifies and balances all Chakras and
can expand awareness.

place of purification and rest.

This crystal is produced when clear
Quartz points go through a special
treatment process. The surfaces of the
crystal points are bonded with vaporized platinum, silver and other trace
metals. The crystals exhibit a white or
silvery surface with flashes of iridescent colors. This treatment is permanent and will not wash or rub off.

Physically, it is helpful for general
health, vitality, and miraculous cure of
illness. Angel aura is associated with
the crown chakra and associated with
the Wind element

It is said to help with angelic communication and communicating with Higher
Self and inner wisdom. It is used by
mystics to help access the Akashic re

Angel Aura Quartz allows for the release of stress and can lift your mood
into a stat of serenity and peace.

cords and past life recall. It can bring
peace and tranquility because of the
angelic protection it brings. Meditating
with one of these crystals can help you
move beyond the body and go into a

This section of The Magickal Monthly is
provided by Gina Struebel, an Artisan
crafted spiritually inspired jewelry for
healing and empowerment.
The Forest Witch community gets
15% off anything on Gina’s site. Use
discount code "Wing11." Thanks, Gina!

Quote of the Mo nth

Click on photo

Expand your definition of creativity and
aware of how you are directive your creaopen to your personal creative abilities.
tive energies to bring forth what you truly
When you manifest something in your life,
want in your life.
you have created it;
Rejoice in the good
your intention brought
“Every moment of your life is infinitely
fortune of others,
it into being.
for they have concreative and the universe is endlessly
With each choice you
nected with Source
bountiful.”
make and every
in order to bring it
thought you have, your
about. There is
- Shakti Gawain,
life is shaped and diplenty for everyCreative Visualisation
rected. Be consciously
one and no need to

envy or resent.
Each of us can
have exactly
what we want
without creating lack for
others, So
don’t hesitate
to open to receive and to
create.
- Diane Wing

Forest Wit ch Commenta ry —Thi nk Ahead!
Do you live in the moment or plan ahead?
Some say one strategy is better than the
other. I believe that balance is the key to
all endeavors. Staying in the moment allows you to limit distractions and focus and
complete the task at hand. Being in the
present is a meditative practice that reduces anxiety by attending only to what is
happening in that moment.
Planning ahead and strategizing for the long
term allows you to set goals and envision

your growth opportunities
and what you want your life
to look like. Once you have
the vision of the future
firmly in your mind, return
to the present to accomplish
the tasks required to get
you farther down the path
toward your ultimate desire.

already happening in your life, it can
be difficult to envision long-term
goals. That is when staying in the
present can help you clear-up the current issues so that your mind has the
bandwidth to think beyond current
obstacles.
Willpower gives you the
strength to persist

When feeling overwhelmed with what is

When you envision what you ultimately want in your life, it is easier to
move past the blocks of the present.
- Diane Wing
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Learning
Independent Study!

Opportunities
Check out the Fall Semester schedule for

Private Students Welcome!

classes taught by Diane Wing through

7-week self-study course by Diane
Wing available through Daily Om

tion by Clicking HERE
*All Classes Listed in Eastern Time*

"How to Release Your Inner
Magick" Sign-up Here

Contact me

Cecil College and get registration informa-

If you prefer to go deeper into the
material and see how the knowl-

Putting Yourself First … Without the Guilt!
6 PM to 8 PM

11/6/2012

The True Nature of Energy: Secrets of Vibrational Discernment
10 AM to 12 PM

November Teleseminars—The classroom

12/1/2012

edge personally applies to you, private classes are a great option.
Together we will develop your
unique style of intuition and apply
the course material in ways that

experience from the comfort of your own

Aligning Your Business with Your Soul's

home. Last 3 classes this semester!

Mission
10 AM to 2 PM

12/8/2012

speak to your particular goals and
lifestyle.

Magickal Tip

Click on photo

Thoughts have energy and power; they
carry with them certain vibrations that
can be dense or light. Depending on
the nature of the thought, it can have
a detrimental or uplifting effect on
your physical body, your emotional

health, and the types of people and situations you
attract into your life. Slow down your automatic
thoughts throughout the day and Identify them
individually. Once parsed from the blur of thinking, what shape does a single thought take? What
color does it seem to be? Does it feel heavy or
light? Seek to have thoughts of a
higher vibrational frequency, and
“In the mental sphere every thought has its own
you will manifest a greater proform, color, and emanation (vibration) in
portion of positivity in your life.
accordance with its idea.’”
- Franz Bardon,
Initiation Into Hermetics

- Diane Wing

Bring Peace Into Yo ur Life -Calmi ng Herbs
When the mind and body is calm, there is a
sense of peace that allows for clear thinking, focused concentration, expansive intuition, and profound inspiration. With all
that is going on in our daily lives, it is increasingly difficult to achieve a state of
calm. Here are some herbal oils that can
assist in your quest for inner peace. Wear
them, add to your bath, anoint candles, or
put a few drops on a charcoal disc.

Basil—Creates harmony of all kinds

Narcissus—Soothes the nerves and relaxes
the conscious mind

Benzoin—Brings peace of mind
Cumin Seed—Brings peace & harmony to the
home. Anoint doorways.
Gardenia—Peace & harmony during handfasting/wedding ceremony.

Rose—Brings peace and ensures domestic
tranquility.
When you achieve inner peace, it will manifest externally in all aspects of your life.
- Diane Wing

Magnolia—Brings peace and harmony

Magickal Events for November:
November 1 - All Saint’s Day
November 4 — Daylight Savings Time ends at 2 am
November 6 — Election Day
November 6 - Teleseminar: Putting Yourself First w/o the Guilt

Register for Pathways Click Here

November 11 — Veterans Day
“I'm quite impressed by everything Diane has put
together! The 85 individual cards she designed and
created herself are not only beautiful and powerful,
they're so very informative!”

November 13— Solar Eclipse 5:17 pm in Scorpio
November 15 — Islamic New Year

- Blogger Kayla Potega
Read the full Pathways review by Kayla

Click Here

November 13 — New Moon in Scorpio 5:08 pm

November 16 — Sun enters Sagittarius
November 22 - Thanksgiving Day (United States)
November 25 - Celtic Tree Month of Elder begins
November 28 — Full Moon (Mourning Moon) in Gemini 9:46 am
November 28 — Lunar Eclipse in Gemini 9:33 am

Click titles
to read excerpts from

Thorne Manor
& Coven
A ra c h n e ’s A l c h e m y
likely give thanks for your own circumstances.

This section is dedicated to transformation. Questions are always
welcome and can be emailed to me
to get a direct reply.
Gratitude is transformative. With
Thanksgiving fast approaching, it is a
good reminder of how being grateful
for all that you have raises your vibrational frequency. Extending this idea
to include gratitude for ALL of the
things in your life, including the challenges, is especially transformative.
This mindset gives us the opportunity
to consider the lessons inherent in the
circumstances we face. Successfully
navigating the issue and understanding
the deeper meaning of why it is in your
life enables you to move past it in a

way that permanently removes the
old, destructive patterns.
When finding it difficult to be grateful—when things seem to be piling on
top of you—volunteer for a cause that
serves those whose lives are even
more challenging than your own or
watch TV programs that focus on people overcoming overwhelming physical
challenges and situations. In context,
your perspective will shift, and you will

Celebrate each and every positive occurrence, no matter how small, and
your mind will develop a habit of seeking the good in your life and being
thankful. The more grateful you are,
the more you will attract things that
are positive and uplifting.
Find the silver lining in the dark cloud.
The more you focus on the benefit or
lesson, the easier it becomes to see
how much you have to be grateful for
each and every day!
Happy Thanksgiving!
- Diane Wing

